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We are concerned with the solution of the linear system (1): Au = b, 
where A is a real square nonsingular matrix which ia large, sparee and non- 
symmetric. We coneider the u8e of Krylov subspace methods. We fint choose 
an initial approximation do) to the solution 5 = A'lb of (1). We also 
choose an auxiliary mbtrix 2 which is nonsingular. For n = 1,2, ... we deter- 
mine such that t ~ ( ~ )  - ~ ( ~ ) & ~ ( r { ~ ) ,  A) where &(do), A )  is the (Krylov) 
eubspace spanned by the Krylov vectors do), Ado), .,*, An-"(") and where 
do) = b -Ado). If ZA is SPD we ale0 require that (dn) - ti, ZA(u(") - a)) be 
minimized. I€, on the other hand, ZA is not SPD, then we require that the 
Galerkin condition, (Zr("),v) = 0, be aatiefied for all veK,(r(O),A), where 

With the GMRES method, which was developed by Saad and Schultz 
[1986], snd which has for many years been used exteneiwly for solving large 
sparse nonsymmetric systems one lets Z = AT. One generates set of 
mutually orthogonal vectors do), tu('), ...tu(") such that do) = do) and such 
that Sp(w(O), ..., = Kk(r('),Af for k = D,1,2,. . . , n, To do this, 
for each is we let wtL) be a linear combination of Awfb-l), d k - l ) ,  ..., do). 
Eext, for each n we choose cfl, c?), . BO that dn) = u(O) + c?)w(*) + 
. + C ~ ~ W ( ~ - ' )  and so that (~("1,  d")) is minimized, The cy)  are determined 
by solving a related system of linear equation8 in the lea& squares sense, 
This is done in a etable mnner using Givens rotations. 

In this paper we consider L generalization of GMRES. This generalized 
method, which we refer to a8 "MGMRES", is very simiIar to GMRES cxcept 
that we let 2 = ATY where Y is a nansingular matrix which is symmetric 
but not necessarily SPD. We require that the be mutually orthogonal 

,("I b Au("). 
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with respect to Y. Of course if Y ie not SPD it is pasaihle that the pro- 
cess of generating the ut(9 may break down. Also, unlesa Y is SPD we 
must replace the minimization condition on (dn),dn)) by a Galerkin con- 
dition which quirea  that (2rtn),di)) = 0 for i = O , l , . . , , n  - 1, The 
d e t d n a t i o n  of the coefficients cp) can be c d e d  out using Givem ro- 
tations, as in the case of GMRES, though the overall p m d u e  is some- 
what more complicated. It can, however be shown that, for given tag and 
do), one can uniquely determine u(')), ~ ( " ' 1  provided that the pro- 
~ 6 8  of computing w@), &), . , . , tu[n*ol) does not break down and provided 
that for n = 1,2,. . . , IZ* there actually exist8 a unique vector dn) such that 
~ ( n )  - d0)trKn(r(0), A) and such that the Galerkin condition ia satisfied, 

* The MGMRES algorithm is considerably eiprplified if YA ae well aa Y 
is symmetric, Under this assumption one can determine to(") in terms of 
w(n-3) and w(n-3) instead of in ternzs of . . ,,do) aa would be 
required in the general m e .  The determination of the coeEciente cy' which 
are involved in the Galerkin condition is also coneider&bly simplified. An 
exampIe o€ a c a e  where Y and YA are symmetric ie the "double system" 
which correaponda to the Lanczos method for solving (1). Thus given the 
linear system (1) one can conaider the double system {A)(u}  = {a} where 
for some 6 and i2 we have 
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We also choose 

O I  
{*I=( I 0 )  

Evidently (Y) and (Y)(A) hte symmetric. The application of MGMRES 
with Y = (Y} to the double system yields the 'LANGMRES" method given 
by Young and Chen [1994], 

An important feature of the GMRES algorithm Sa that one can determine 
(dn),dn)) €or a given n and test for convergence without actually carrying 
out the complete GMRES procese to determine ti("). Thus, one can compute 
(dn), d")) for each iteration and only actually compute dn) when (dn), dn)) 
is smaller than a prescribed tolerance level, ?Ve describe a similar procedure 
for MGMRES, For each n we first compute the residual F(") for ORTHORES 



(Y) by determining the scaling factor cn such that F(") = GW("), The residual 
dn) for MGMRES can be determined from ?(n) by a short aeries of elmen- 
tary vectm operations. No matrix-vector operations or inner products are 
required tu get rinl. 
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